Motivated by Danskin's theorem, gradient-based methods have been applied with empirical success to solve minimax problems that involve non-convex outer minimization and non-concave inner maximization. On the other hand, recent work has demonstrated that Evolution Strategies (ES) algorithms are stochastic gradient approximators that seek robust solutions. In this paper, we address black-box (gradient-free) minimax problems that have long been tackled in a coevolutionary setup. To this end and guaranteed by Danskin's theorem, we employ ES as a stochastic estimator for the descent direction. The proposed approach is validated on a collection of black-box minimax problems. Based on our experiments, our method's performance is comparable with its coevolutionary counterparts and favorable for high-dimensional problems. Its efficacy is demonstrated on a real-world application.
INTRODUCTION
Many real-world applications involve an adversary and/or uncertainty, specifically in the security domain. Consequently, several methods have been proposed to find solutions that have the best worst-case (or average) performance for security-critical systems. Important examples include face recognition [30] and malware detection [17] .
The notion of security and adversarial robustness can be described by a minimax formulation [16, 23] . The formulation is motivated by theoretical guarantees from Danskin's theorem [8] on using first-order information, i.e. gradients, to find or approximate solutions. Further, where theoretical guarantees can not be assumed, empirical solutions to problems, e.g. digit recognition, have been demonstrated [23] .
In this paper, our interest is in black-box (gradient-free) minimax problems where, in contrast to the aforementioned examples of image recognition and malware, gradients are neither symbolically nor numerically available, or they are complex to compute [6] . This has led to extensive use of coevolutionary frameworks [15, 18] to solve such problems. These frameworks however do not reconcile the guarantees provided by gradient-based frameworks in solving the minimax problem. Our goal is to bridge this divide and develop a method for black-box minimax that is consistent with February 2, 2018 . the theoretical assumptions and guarantees of Danskin's theorem while using a gradient estimator in lieu of a gradient. For gradient estimation, we propose to employ a class of black-box optimization algorithms, viz. Evolution Strategies (ES).
Our proposition is motivated by the growing body of work [24, 29] which has shown that the performance of gradient-based methods can be rivaled by ES, and that ES is more than just a traditional finite difference approximator [20] . For more empirical and theoretical insights on ES vs. gradient-based methods, see [1, 25, 32] .
We report the following contributions: 1) We present a formal theoretical motivation for using ES to meet the theoretical guarantees of using gradients for gradient-free minimax problems. 2) We present the Reckless framework, which employs ES to solve blackbox minimax problems that have long been addressed in a coevolutionary setup. 1 3) We compare variants of ES that have different properties in terms of their gradient estimation on a collection of benchmark problems. Coevolutionary approaches have often been evaluated based on the Euclidean error of their solutions with respect to the optimal solutions. Our comparison is based on the notion of regret (loss) in the objective function value at a solution with respect to that at an optimal solution. 4) We validate the effectiveness of the proposed framework and compare its performance in terms of regret against the state of the art coevolutionary algorithms on benchmark problems as well as a real-world application. We find that Reckless scales better than the majority of its coevolutionary counterparts. 5) Finally, we provide the Reckless framework and experiment code for public use. 2 
BACKGROUND
This section introduces the notation and terminology used in the rest of the paper, followed by a summary of coevolutionary approaches for black-box minimax problems.
Black-Box Minimax Problem
Formally, we are concerned with the black-box minimax optimization problem given a finite budget of function evaluations. Mathematically, the problem is a composition of an inner maximization problem and an outer minimization problem,
where X ⊆ R n x , Y ⊆ R n y , and L : X × Y → R. The problem is called black-box because there is no closed-form expression of L. Instead, one can query an oracle (e.g., a simulation) for the value of L at a specific pair (x, y) ∈ X × Y. The task is then to find the optimal solution x * ∈ X to Eq. 1, whose corresponding objective function value L(x * , ·) is at its max at y * ∈ Y, or a good approximate using a finite number of function evaluations, which are expensive in terms of computational resources (e.g. CPU time). The pair (x,ŷ) ∈ X × Y is called a saddle point of Eq.
Equivalently [18] , such pair exists if:
If a saddle point exists, then it follows from Eq. 2, that
From a game theory perspective, a saddle point represents a twoplayer zero-sum game equilibrium. Minimax problems with saddle points are referred to as symmetrical problems [19] , in contrast to asymmetrical problems for which the condition Eq. 2 does not hold. Given an algorithm's best solution x * to Eq. 1, the mean square Euclidean error (MSE) has been used as a performance metric to compare x * to the optimal solution x * [7, 28] . That is,
In this paper, we introduce a metric that is closely related to the notion of loss in decision-making problems under adversary and/or uncertainty as well as continuous optimization [4, 31] : the regret of an algorithm's best solution x * in comparison to the optimal solution x * is defined as
where the first term can be computed using an ensemble of offthe-shelf black-box continuous optimization solvers. Note that the regret measure, in comparison to MSE, allows us to compare the quality of several proposed solutions without the knowledge about the pair (x * , y * ) by just computing the first term of Eq. 6.
Coevolutionary Approaches
Coevolutionary algorithms for minmax problems maintain two populations, the first respresents solutions and the second contains tests [15] . The fitness of solution is determined by its performance when it interacts with some set of tests. In this work, we explore two variants of this approach -alternating and parallel. In alternating, the two populations (one for finding the minimum, and one for the maximum) take turns in evolving, learning from the previous iteration's population. In parallel, the updates to both the populations happen in each step. Ideally there is convergence to a robust solution and its worst-case tests. The algorithms for these two approaches are listed in Algorithm 1 and 2, see [2] for selection and mutation operator details. 
t ← t + 1 ▷ Increase counter 10:
X t ← perturb values in m(X t , µ) ▷ Gaussian mutation 12:
x λ, t −1 ← x ′ * ▷ Update population 15: end if
16:
X t ← X t −1 ▷ Replicate population 17: t ← t + 1 ▷ Increase counter before alternating 18 :
Y t ← perturb values with m(Y t , µ) ▷ Gaussian mutation 20: 
▷ Best minimizer 27: return x * , y * Minimax Differential Evolution (MMDE). The MMDE algorithm introduced by Qiu et al. [28] attempts to overcome the limitations of existing approaches in solving minimax optimization problems using differential evolution. They introduce a bottom-boosting scheme which skips redundant objective function computations while maintaining the reliability of solution evaluations. Their approach finds solutions with the best worst-case performance rather than computing worst-case scenarios for all the candidates. They realize this insight by modeling their population space as a min-heap. Although they motivate the problem well, their solution is not driven by any theoretical insight.
METHODS
In this section, we present our proposed framework to use ES for black-box minimax problems after providing a formal motivation for the same.
ES are heuristic search methods inspired by natural evolution. Given a fitness (objective) function, say f : X → R, these methods mutate (perturb) a population of genotypes (search points in X) over multiple generations (iterations). At each generation, the fitness of each genotype is evaluated based on f . The fittest genotypes among the current population are then recombined to generate the next population. At the end, the genotype (corresponds to a point in X) with the best fitness value is returned as the best point that optimizes f . The notion of "best" refers to the minimum or maximum obtained value of f in a minimization or maximization setup, Algorithm 2 Coevolutionary Algorithm Parallel (CoevP) Input: T : number of iterations, τ : tournament size, µ: mutation probability, λ : population size
▷ Initialize maximizer population 5: t ← 0 6: repeat 7: sort(X t , L)
X ← perturb values with m(X, µ) ▷ Gaussian mutation 13: Y ← perturb values with m(Y, µ) ▷ Gaussian mutation 14:
16:
end if
18:
then ▷ Replace worst maximizer 20 :
end if 22:
▷ Best minimizer 26 : return x * , y * respectively. Here, we briefly describe one form of ES, in particular a simplified version of natural ES that has recently gained significant attention by the machine learning community [20] . As outlined in Algorithm 3, it represents the population with an isotropic Gaussian distribution over the search space X with mean µ and fixed covariance σ 2 I where I is the identity matrix. Over generations, the algorithm aims to maximize the expected fitness value E x∼N(µ,σ 2 I ) [f (x)] with respect to the distribution's mean µ via stochastic gradient ascent using a population size of λ as shown in Line 7 of Algorithm 3, which makes use of the re-parameterization and log-likelihood tricks with x = µ + σϵ [29, 32] .:
Descent Direction for Minimax. Next, we show that the direction computed by the random perturbations of the current mean (Line 7 of Algorithm 3) can be used to approximate a descent direction of max y L(x, y). Prior to that and for completeness, we reproduce [23] 's proposition A.2 on the application of Danskin's theorem [8] for minimax problems that are continuously differentiable in x.
Theorem 3.1 (Madry et al. [23] ). Let y * be such that y * ∈ Y and is a maximizer for max y L(x, y). Then, as long as it is nonzero, −∇ x L(x, y * ) is a descent direction for max y L(x, y).
Proof. See [23] . for i = 1 to λ do 4:
end for 7:
From Theorem 3.1 and the assumption that L is twice continuously differentiable in x, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.2. Let y * be such that y * ∈ Y and is a maximizer for max y L(x, y). Then, for an arbitrary small σ > 0 and
is a Monte Carlo approximation of a descent direction for max y L(x, y).
Proof. Without loss of generality, let X ⊆ R. Then, since σ is arbitrary small, we can approximate L with a second-order Taylor polynomial,
Based on Eq. 9 and the linearity of expectation, the expectation of
where the values of the terms (written under the corresponding braces) come from the definition of central moments of the Gaussian distribution [33] .
as stated in Eq. 8. □ Remark 1. Although Theorem 3.1 assumes L to be continuously differentiable in x, it has been shown empirically in [23] that breaking this assumption is not an issue in practice.
Remark 2. Current state-of-the-art ES algorithms are far more than stochastic gradient estimators due to their i) ability to automatically adjust the scale on which they sample (step size adaptation)
ii) ability to model second order information (covariance matrix adaptation) iii) invariance to rank-preserving transformations of objective values. That is, they do not estimate the gradient, but a related quantity [25] . Our introduction of the simplified version (Algorithm 3) was to show that a simplified ES algorithm can conform to the guarantees of Theorem 3.1. In the rest of the paper, we consider established ES variants.
Approximating Inner Maximizers. While Corollary 3.2 motivated the use of ES to approximate descent directions for max y∈Y L(x, y), an inner maximizer must be computed beforehand. ES can be used for the same. In other words, our use of ES will be of two-fold: 1) computing an inner maximizer y * for L; followed by 2) approximating a descent direction on x for the outer minimization problem along which we proceed to compute the next inner maximizer, and the decent direction therein.
However, the inner maximization problem of Eq. 1 can be nonconcave, for which ES may converge to a local inner maximizer. Restart techniques are common in gradient-free optimization to deal with such cases [11, 22] . Therefore, we use ES with restarts when computing inner maximizers.
Convergence. Up to this point, we have seen how ES can be used iteratively to approximate descent directions at inner maximizers of Eq. 1. Furthermore, we proposed to address the issue of nonconcavity of the inner maximization problem through restarts. One fundamental question is how much do we step along the descent direction given an inner maximizer? If we step too much or little, Corollary 3.2 might not be of help anymore and we may get stuck in cycles similar to the non-convergent behavior of cyclic coordinate descent on certain problems [26] . We investigate this question empirically in our experiments.
One should note that cyclic non-convergent behavior is common among coevolutionary algorithms on asymmetrical minimax problems [28] . Furthermore, the outer minimization problem can be non-convex. Since we are using ES to approximate the gradient (and eventually the descent direction), we resort to gradient-based restart techniques [21] to deal with cycles and non-convexity of the outer minimization problem. In particular, we build on Powell's technique [27] to restart whenever the angle between momentum of the outer minimization and the current descent direction is nonpositive.
One can observe that we employ gradient-free restart techniques to solve the inner maximization problem and gradient-based counterparts for the outer minimization problem. This is in line with our setup where computing an outer minimizer is guided by the gradient as a descent direction, while approximating the gradient is not a concern for computing an inner maximizer.
ES Variants. While the aforementioned discussion has been with respect to a very simplified form of ES (Algorithm 3), there are other variants in the ES family that differ in how the population is represented, mutated, and recombined. For instance, antithetic (or mirrored) sampling [3] can be incorporated to evaluate pairs of perturbations ϵ, −ϵ for every sampled ϵ ∼ N (0, I ). This was shown to reduce variance of the stochastic estimation (Line 7 of Algorithm 3) of Eq. 7 [29] . Moreover, fitness shaping [32] can be used to ensure invariance with respect to order-preserving fitness transformations.
Instead of a fixed covariance σ 2 I , the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) represents the population by a full covariance multivariate Gaussian [13] . Several theoretical studies addressed the analogy of CMA-ES and the natural gradient ascent on the parameter space of the Gaussian distribution [1, 10] .
In our experiments, we employ some of the aforementioned ES variants in the Reckless framework and compare their efficacy in computing a descent direction for the outer minimization problem 
x * ← x t −1
9:
y * ← y t
10:
11:
x t ← arg min x∈X L(x, y t ) by ES with sv FEs.
12:
if (x t − x t −1 ) T (x t −1 − x t −2 ) ≤ 0 then ▷ restart condition 13: x t ∼ U(X) 14:
end if 16: end for 17: return x * , y * Reckless for Black-Box Minimax Problems. Based on the above, we can now present Reckless, our optimization framework for black-box minimax problems. As shown in Algorithm 4, the framework comes with 3 parameters: the number of iterations T , the number of function evaluations per iteration v, and the last parameter s ∈ (0, 0.5] which, along with v, controls how much we should step along the descent direction for the outer minimization problem. Controlling the descent step is expressed in terms of the number of function evaluations per iteration to make the framework independent of the ES algorithm used: some ES variants (e.g., Algorithm 3) use a fixed learning rate and perturbation variance whereas others update them in an adaptive fashion. Reckless starts by randomly sampling a pair (x 0 , y 0 ) ∈ X × Y. It then proceeds to look for an inner maximizer using ES with restarts using (1 − s)v function evaluations (Line 6). While this is a prerequisite to step along a descent direction using sv function evaluations (Line 11), it also can be used to keep record of the best obtained solution so far x * and its "worst" maximizer y * as shown in Lines 7-10. Line 12 check for the gradient-based restart condition for the outer minimization comparing the direction of the current descent (x t − x t −1 ) against that of the momentum (x t −1 − x t −2 ). Note that the restart condition is checked only when x t −2 , y t −2 (and subsequently x t −1 , y t −1 ) are valid. That is, for iterations right after a restart or iteration t = 1, the restart check (Lines 12-15) does not take place.
EXPERIMENTS
To complement its theoretical perspective, this section presents a numerical assessment of Reckless. First, we investigate the questions raised in Section 3 about ES variants for approximating a descent direction for the outer minimization and steps along the descent direction on a set of benchmark problems. Second, we compare Reckless with established coevolutionary algorithms for blackbox minimax problems on the same set of problems in terms of scalability and convergence, given different function evaluation budgets. Finally, the applicability of Reckless is demonstrated on a real-world example of digital filter design.
Setup
The six problems used in [28] as defined in Table 2 are selected for our benchmark. In terms of symmetry, problems L 1 , L 5 and L 6 are symmetrical, while the rest are asymmetrical. On the other hand, only L 1 and L 2 are scalable with regard to dimensionality: n x and n y . All the experiments were carried out on an Intel Core i7-6700K CPU @ 4.00GHz × 8 64-bit Ubuntu machine with 64GB RAM. For statistical significance, each algorithm was evaluated over 60 independent runs for each problem instance. The regret Eq. 6 is used as the performance metric in a fixed-budget approach [14] . The first term of Eq. 6 was set to the maximum of the values returned by basinhopping, differential_evolution from the SciPy Python library as well as CMA-ES [12] , each set to their default parameters. Let #FEs denote the number of function evaluations given to solve the black-box minimax problem Eq. 1. In line with [28] , we set its maximum to 10 5 , except for the scalability experiments where the number of function evaluations given grows with the problem dimensionality as 10 4 × n x with n x = n y .
Reckless Variants. We consider two main ES variants for outer minimization (Line 11 of Algorithm 4): The first is Algorithm 3, which we refer to as NES in the rest of this work. We used standardized fitness values-that is, we subtract the mean and divide by the standard deviation of the obtained function values for all the λ perturbations. We set the learning rate to η = 10 −4 and σ = 0.25 (1/4th of the search domain width [12] ). The second variant is the state of the art CMA-ES algorithm (without restart). We investigate the effectiveness of antithetic sampling as well as gradient-based restart (Lines 12-15 of Algorithm 4) on both these algorithms. As a result, we have eight variants of Reckless, which we notate using the following symbols: C for CMA-ES; N for NES; R for restart; and A for antithetic sampling. For instance, ACR indicates that we use antithetic CMA-ES in Line 11 of Algorithm 4 and that the gradientbased restart (Lines 12-15 of Algorithm 4) is enabled. Similarly, AC denotes the same but with gradient-based restart being disabled. For all our experiments, Reckless's inner maximizer is set to CMA-ES with restarts [11] (Line 6 of Algorithm 4).
Steps along the Descent Direction. As mentioned in Section 3, we control how much we descend given an inner maximizer by varying sv, the number of function evaluations allocated for outer minimization per iteration-Line 11 of Algorithm 4. In our experiments, five values were tested, namely s ∈ S = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. Given the total number of function evaluations #FEs given to Reckless, the number of iterations T and the evaluation budget per iteration v are computed as follows.
where λ 1 is the population size of ES for inner maximization (Line 6), and λ 2 is the population size of ES for outer minimization (Line 11). We borrowed their settings from CMA-ES [12] : λ 1 = 4 + ⌊3 log n y ⌋ and λ 2 = 4 + ⌊3 log n x ⌋. The number of iterations T Eq. 11 can be viewed as the square root of rounds, in which both, the inner maximizer and the outer minimizer ES evolve |S | times (+1 for initializing the population) given the number of function evaluations #FEs. This setup yields a noticeable difference in the number of function evaluations sv allocated for the outer minimization over the 5 considered values S. Table 3 provides an example of the parameters setup given s and #FEs.
Comparison Setup. We compare Reckless against three established algorithms for black-box minimax optimization, namely, Coevolution Alternating (CoevA), Coevolution Parallel (CoevP), and Minimax Differential Evolution (MMDE). The mutation rate, population size, and number of candidates replaced per generation were set to 0.9, 10, 2 -values which we had tuned for similar problems we had worked with in the past. Carefully tuning them for this specific test-bench is a direction for future work. For MMDE, we implemented the algorithm described in [28] in Python. We use the recommended hyperparameter values presented in their work. Specifically, K s = 190, mutation probability= 0.7, crossover probability= 0.5, and population size = 100.
Results
We present the results of our four experiments in the form of regret convergence 3 and critical difference (CD) plots. In each of the regret plots, the dashed, bold lines represent the mean regret over 60 independent runs, and are surrounded by error bands signifying one standard deviation from the mean. To confirm that the regret values we observe are not chance occurrences, tests for statistical significance are carried out.
Reckless Steps along the Descent Direction. Figure 1 shows the performance of Reckless over different budget allocations sv for outer minimization, where s ∈ S. For this experiment, we considered only the variant N (NES without restart) because the number of function evaluations used by NES are exactly governed by sv, whereas CMA-ES might overspend or underutilize the given budget (due to early stopping). For high #FEs, we observe that s = 0.3 is the most robust value across the benchmark problems. This suggests that the outer minimization can do well with half of the budget given to the inner maximization. This asymmetric setup for budget allocation is an interesting direction of investigation for coevolutionary algorithms, where the two populations are typically given the same budget of function evaluation. Since we are comparing Reckless with coevolutionary algorithms, we set s = 0.5 for the rest of the experiments.
Reckless Variants. The performance of Reckless using eight variants of ES for the outer minimization (Line 11 of Algorithm 4) is shown in Figure 2 . For low #FEs, we observe no difference in the performance. Towards high #FEs, variants with restart perform marginally better. No significant difference in performance was observed for antithetic variants over non-antithetic counterparts. It is interesting to note that CMA-ES-based variants perform exceptionally well on the symmetrical, quadratic problem L 1 . This is expected as CMA-ES iteratively estimates a positive definite matrix which, for convex-quadratic functions, is closely related to the inverse Hessian. For the reset of the experiments, we use the variant CR.
Comparison of Algorithms for Minimax. Regret convergence of Reckless and the considered coevolutionary algorithms, given different #FEs, is shown in Figure 3 . We re-iterate that the algorithms are re-run for each of the considered #FEs in a fixed-budget approach [14] , rather than setting the evaluation budget to its maximum and recording the regret at the #FEs of interest. With more #FEs, the regret of Reckless and MMDE consistently decrease. This is not the case for CoevA and CoevP due to their memoryless nature. In terms of problem dimensionality, MMDE scales poorly in comparison to the other algorithms as shown in Figure 4 , whereas Reckless's performance is consistent on L 1 and comparable with that of CoevA on L 2 outperforming both MMDE and CoevP.
Statistical Significance. We employ the non-parametric Friedman test, coupled with a post-hoc Nemenyi test with α = 0.05 [9] . The tests' outcome is summarized in the CD plots shown in Figure 5 . Overall, we infer that the experimental data is not sufficient to reach any conclusion regarding the differences in the algorithms' performance. A statistically significant difference was only found between Reckless and CoevP in the regret convergence experiment (Figure 3) . We hope that with more benchmark problems, statistical significance can be established, and we leave this for future work.
Application Example: Digital Filter Design
We apply Reckless and the other algorithms discussed in this work on an application presented by Charalambous [5] . The work introduces the problem of designing a digital filter such that its amplitude |H (x, θ )| approximates a function S(ψ ) = |1 − 2ψ |. |H (x, θ )| is defined as:
The authors then set this up as the following minimax problem:
as chosen by the authors) to minimize and 1 variable (ψ ) to maximize, i.e., n x = 9 and n y = 1 with
We evaluate the four algorithms on this minimax problem. The performance of the algorithms is expressed in terms of regret. Lower the regret, higher the value of ψ explored for a given minimum x. Table 1 records the regrets of the best points calculated by the four algorithms and the optimal point reported in [5] . We evaluate each algorithm 60 times, for 10 5 function evaluations, and report here median values. We see that Reckless outperforms all other algorithms in finding the best worst-case solution to the digital filter problem. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented Reckless: a theoretically-founded framework tailored to black-box problems that are usually solved in a coevolutionary setup. Our proposition employed the stochastic gradient estimation of ES motivated by the experimental success of using gradients at approximate inner maximizers of minimax problems.
As demonstrated on scalable benchmark problems and a realworld application, Reckless outperforms the majority of the established coevolutionary algorithms, particularly on high-dimensional problems. Moreover, we found that minimax problems can be solved where outer minimization is given half of the inner maximization's evaluation budget. Due to the limited number of evaluators (benchmark problems), statistical significance could not be established. In our future work, we hope that a larger set of benchmark problems can address this issue.
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